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Multiplication between two square matrices is one of the fundamental
computational approach in the domain of mathematics and computer science
where it is fully recognized as a fore most technique for several interdiscipli-
nary domain and sub domains like linear algebra, graph theory, multidimensi-
onal graphics, cryptographic computation, convolution neural network, deep
learning, digital signal processing, medical image processing, steganography,
relativity theory, quantum computing and many others. In a high-performance
computing environment computational complexity analysis of matrix multi-
plication algorithm ensures a powerful paradox that takes a massive data
processing approach to the world where problem solution feasibility comes
down in respect of operation and time. In our paper we have analyze di-
�erent methods to multiply two square matrices (like 2×2 matrices) and their
arithmetic complexity analysis in a asymptotic �avor along with operation
collapsing issues through serial processing technique. We have analytically
and experimentally explained and shown using MATLAB 9.3 simulator that
fast matrix multiplication approach like Strassen and Winograd perform much
better than conventional matrix multiplication algorithm especially for large
amount of data.

Square matrix multiplication concepts always stands up with fundamental
operation from our childhood days to solve a problem in mathematics and now
it is more essential in various �elds of computational computing with respect of
both practical and theoretical aspects. The proof can be determine in di�erent
�elds of theoretical computer science research, applied mathematics, statisti-
cs, physics, bioinformatics, electronics and many other interdisciplinary areas
where we have to frequently deal with large amount of data/information. Any
type of computational applications in real world always need faster algorithm
that can be solved within an optimum time. Thatâ�TMs why computati-
onal speed for solving those applications mainly rely on the execution time of
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algorithm aside from other instantaneous requirement. So, when we are goi-
ng to do something in a high-performance computing domain then maximum
time apart from memory space, time requirement is one and only valuable
resource for any algorithm by which we can get faster result along with e�ecti-
ve performance. In this scenario, design, analysis and deep exploration for
getting faster square matrix multiplication algorithm is profoundly required
and that has already become the main purpose in computational computing
research. This paper discusses about di�erent types of matrix multiplicati-
on approach, its operation collapsing issues and asymptotic time complexity
analysis result using a serial processing system.

Traditional matrix multiplication computation is represented as follows

T (n) = 8T (
n

2
) + θn2 (1)

Strassen and Winograd matrix multiplication is represented as follows

T (n) = 7T (
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) + θn2 (2)
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